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Key findings

Here’s a summary of our key findings from the 7 users interviewed

All users started journeys at a point of anxiety and disadvantage due to life circumstances or frustration 
due to errors made by the council. 

Reassurance and control is a key need of user’s overall experience due to the high risk and potential 
negative impact on life if issues are not resolved. 

Users are more likely to call rather than self serve online. For the ones that do try to self serve online, 
their online experience is so bad that they call - as its quicker and easier to resolve their query or issue.

Trust issues were also prevalent - this is due to the financial nature 
of the service and the potential for real impact on people’s lives.

These experiences can be cyclical as users need to periodically ask 
for support or give supporting evidence. It can also move from ‘slow’ 
to ‘urgent’ as users are expected to react quickly.
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We created two experience maps to reflect the two main journeys from 

speaking with seven users.

5 x Council Tax and Benefits - Billing & Enquiries 

2 x Applying or Switching Housing Benefits 







"If it’s got to this point I need to take control and make 

sure I don't get another surprise!"

User interview quotes

“I like doing things myself, but I needed help. I needed someone to 

explain things to me - it was quicker than me taking forever to figure 

things out myself” 
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Conversations are highly sensitive, emotional, and nearly every case is unique 

Ability to self-serve is limited as not all councils have a full range of Revs & Bens tasks available 
online (e.g. Change of Circumstances, View Council Tax Balance, etc)

The majority of Revs and Bens calls require follow up (via phone, email, or in person). This 
contrasts with Waste where most issues are resolved in a single user contact.  

Summary of our key findings from the stakeholders interviewed:

These are emotional, complex journeys, with users exhibiting a preference for 
human conversation. The risk for chatbot confusion is high.

 

A lot of user journeys involve referral to 3rd-party services, including  Citizens’ Advice Bureau, 
Step Change, Healthy Minds, etc
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Observations based on a review of councils’ data 

No data concerning drop-in or at-home services, though we know these are 
significant channels.

No Google Analytics event tracking or site search enabled on any of the council sites

Several councils have dedicated contact numbers both for Council Tax and Benefits, as well as for the main switchboard. 
In no case was data available that aggregated calls across all these lines, making it hard to assess real call volumes.

Where call data was shared, it was for the front-line call centre alone. We know that the majority of contacts are 
redirected to back-office teams, so the cost of provisioning Revenues and Benefits services by telephone is likely 
to be significantly higher than represented here.

No data for costs of processing physical mail, though we know 
this is  also a main contact method. 
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43% 99% <5%
Planning Waste & 

Recycling
Revs & Bens
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£19.3k £272.2k £14.1k
Planning Waste & 

Recycling
Revs & Bens
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Reason Volume Type / URL

Council Tax Queries 31.1% Info (Human)

Council Tax payments & 
refunds

17.9% Task

Benefits Queries 13.9% Human

Benefits Changes 9.9% Task (Human)

Council Tax Moves 7.5% Human

Benefits - chasing Progress 7.2% Human

Council Tax Recovery Action 4.7% Human

Council Tax Discounts 4.7% Human

Apply for CT or H Benefit 2.85% Task (Human)

Other Back Office 4.4% Human
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Based off data from Doncaster Council

‘Revenues and Benefits’ covers a vast range of council services - is it right to bundle them together for 
considering chatbots / AI? 

Services provisioned under this label are handled by a number of different teams within the councils (Revenues 
Team, Benefits Team, Recovery Team, Financial Independence, etc)

Therefore, when considering the suitability of a chatbot or AI, does it 
even make sense to consider Revenues and Benefits as one area?

Frequently, customer data is handled via a different system or CRM depending on the particular service. 
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Potential use-cases for chatbots or AI: triaging, payments, reassurance / updates 

Demographic differences between councils make a big difference to types of common service requests:
● Redditch has a young population, lots of movement, lots of changes of address
● Bromsgrove is rural, lots of people in the benefits system, many caravans / mobile homes

○ While the 2 councils have similar levels of support, types of request differ greatly.

Overall, very few web sessions over 12 months:
● Council tax unique page views average: 27,285
● Benefits unique page views average: 2,256
● (Waste unique page views average: 101,463

Despite high call volumes, the nature of these calls tends to be complex, emotional, and requiring further 
follow-up



“There’s so much complexity within Benefits. It’s important not to 

make generalisations because every case is different. We have to 

make sure we give the correct advice, that they understand it, and 

that it’s clear.”

Stakeholder quote
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Here’s a summary of the councils’ experience this past week

What were your key findings? 

Lessons learned

What you’re still not sure about



What’s next?

Highways: Torchbox at 
Surrey CC 




